We are developing PROFESS, a system to assist with the extraction of protein functional site information from the literature related to protein structural analysis. In this system, the sentences with functional information are first extracted. This paper proposes the complementary use of the protein structure data, keywords and patterns to extract the target sentences. In the proposed method, the sentences in the literature are expressed in vector using these three features, which are learnt by the SVM. As the accuracy of the SVM depends on the number of effective vector elements, we propose a method to automatically extract patterns to add as new vector elements and obtain a higher value in accuracy. There is a problem of matching of the patterns to the sentences when any proper noun tag is expressed adjacent to residue tag. We defined two rules to eliminate these unnecessary tags so that the patterns can match to the sentences. The proposed method was applied to five documents related to structural analysis of protein for extracting sentences with protein functional information, where eight literatures were used for the feedback for each of the experiment literatures. The average recall value and F value were 0.96 and 0.69, respectively. It was confirmed that the increase of the number of the vector elements lead to a higher performance in the sentence extraction.
Introduction
As a protein expresses its function through the binding of various objects to its functional site 1),2) , a database of functional site information plays an important role in protein functional analysis 3) . However, such functional site information is described in thousands of literatures and it is thus impractical to extract all the information manually. So, an automatic and effective support system to extract this information is essential.
We are developing a system PROFESS, to extract protein functional site information from literature related to protein structure analysis. To extract this information we focus on all over the literature not just the abstract. In the system, the information extraction module consists of two parts. Firstly, the sentences with protein functional site information are extracted and secondly, the functional site information from these sentences are extracted and saved into database. In this paper, it will be only focused on the first part, the method of extraction of sentences with functional site information for this system. It should be noted that in the literature, sentences are not al- † Osaka University † † Kobe University Presently with Fujitsu Limited ways simple rather very long and complex in structure. Besides, the functional information also is not always explicitly written. The functional site information related sentence bears a unique feature in it. The name of the residues and their interaction partners (another residue, compound, DNA, etc) are written in it. The present method of extraction of PROFESS uses the structural data of protein to extract the sentences with protein functional site information. If two objects interact, they exist very close to each other to make a bond among them. This is the background concept of the present method of extraction of PROFESS 4) . In this method, the distance among the residues and its probable interaction partner is calculated using the structural data of protein and comparing the distance with a threshold value, it is decided whether that sentence is related to protein functional site information or not. But here the problem is, the present method does not show satisfactory performance in extraction. Increasing the threshold value causes the fall of the accuracy of the system, extracting the sentences with experimental procedures, protein's structure descriptions, explanation of figures, etc. As because the present method is based only on calculating distance, its not enough to extract the sentences effectively.
Other than the distance feature, there are two unique features in the sentences with functional site information. There are specific keywords and patterns in the sentences which mainly play the role to express the meaning of the sentence. Here the keywords mean the important words which are often expressed in the sentences with functional site information and the patterns mean the expression about the activity between residue and any component in the sentence. The activity between the residue and the component is often expressed by the verb written in between them. Considering this phenomenon, it is needless to say that these two features also should be taken into account for extraction of sentences with functional site information. Hence, in this research a method is proposed to extract the sentences with protein functional site information using these important three features.
If any corpus which contains some examples of the functional site information related sentence and non-functional information related sentences, is learnt by a learner, then the learner can be used as a classifier to extract the correct sentences. Support vector machine (SVM) 5) which is both a learner and a classifier, has been proved successful in the field of pattern recognition and information retrieval. To obtain the higher extraction accuracy from the SVM, its needed to feedback the correctwrong judgment of the extracted sentences to the corpus and re-learn it by the SVM.
We already mentioned that in this research protein structure data, keywords and patterns have been used for the higher accuracy in extraction. These three features can be used to express the sentences into vector for learning and classifying by the SVM. Here, the problem is how to express the sentences into a feature vector? It should be noted that SVM extraction accuracy depends on the number of effective features (vector elements) to classify between the correct and the wrong sentences. Thus, with a small number of features, it is difficult a obtain a higher accuracy in extraction. Therefore, we focused on how to increase the number of effective features. The sentences with functional site information in different literatures have varieties of patterns which describe varieties of activities of the residue with its activity partners. So, we propose a method to extract those patterns automatically from the sentences and consider as new features or vector elements. Thus the number of the effective vector elements can be increased and the corpus can be re-learnt again by the SVM. The process of this pattern extraction and iterative learning of the corpus is performed for any input literature. Thus, extracting patterns as new vector elements and learning the corpus iteratively a gradual increase of accuracy in extraction can be expected.
Structure of Protein and Sentences with Protein Functional Information
A protein is a long chain of amino acid residues linked together. In the chain, each residue is given a number counted from one end of the chain. For example, Alanine, the 100th residue would be written as "Ala-100", "Ala 100 ", etc. PDB (Protein Data Bank) is a repository of the data on structurally analyzed proteins. In the structure data, information about relevant literature, and the threedimensional coordinates of the atoms in the protein and the compound, are registered.
Literature that discusses protein structural analysis is referred to in PDB structure data. Each paper describes the experimental analysis, such as the method of protein structure determination, location of the functional site, and the types of interaction between the protein and its interaction partner on that site, etc. Our objective is to support the operator in extracting information related to the functional site and interactions that occur on it.
Protein binds to other protein, compound, peptide, DNA, metallic ion in its functional site. On the functional site there are various types of interaction between the protein residues and the interaction partner. The information of the residues which form the functional site and the interaction that occurs here are written elaborately in different sentences in different part of the literature. These sentences can be defined as "sentences with protein functional information". For example:
"The guanidinium NH 2 of Arg L96 participates in charged hydrogen bonds with the amide carbonyl oxygen atom and the pro-R phosphonyl oxygen atom, and Nε of Arg L96 forms a hydrogen bond with the bridging phosphonyl oxygen atom of the hapten."
The above sentence is from the literature 6) . In this sentence there is a detail description on protein's interaction with the partner.
The sentences having the residue name in it offer us more information to understand a pro- tein's characteristics and function. So, in this research, the functional site information related sentences which have residues name written in it are the target to extract.
Extraction of Sentences with Protein Functional Information Using Protein Structure Data
As the coordinates of the protein residues and its interaction partners are written in the protein structural database, choosing a pair comprising a residue and a interaction partner in a sentence, then calculating their distance of separation in the structure, and finally comparing this distance with the threshold value, it can be determined whether the sentence describes the functional site information or not. Figure 1 shows an overview of the method.
This present sentence extraction method in PROFESS is based on calculating the distance only rather than focusing on the surface informations written in the sentence. The following are the problems of the present method.
• Extraction failure due to insufficient information about residue In the sentences sometimes the residues are called by their properties, for example, "The aromatic residues, etc", where the present method fails to calculate the distance among the residue and the interaction partner due to the insufficient information of the residues. The following is an example from literature 7) where the structural analysis of a protein whose PDB-ID is "1a5h" has been described.
"Its position suggested that it could influence the binding of substrates containing acidic P4 residues for all L-amino acid peptides, or acidic P3 peptides when the P3 residue is in the D-configuration."
In this sentence the name of the residue is mentioned as "acidic P4 residues".
• Extraction of Unnecessary sentences
The present method also extracts the sentences for example: the experimental information sentences, the structural information sentences, etc, which are regarded as unnecessary sentences. The following is an unnecessary sentence which is extracted by this method. The sentence is from the above literature 7) . "The S2 subsite of tPA is restricted by the imposing phenolic side chain of Tyr99, leading to a preference for small residues such as Gly at position P2 as seen for factor Xa." This sentence says about the structural conformation of a certain domain of protein. Though this sentence is not a target sentence, is extracted by this method.
Proposed Method for Extraction of
Sentences with Functional Information
Sentence Extraction by Iterative
Learning of the Corpus Using Protein Structure Data, Keywords and Patterns It has been already described in the previous chapter about the use of the protein structure data to extract sentences with functional site information. Using just only the structure data does not lead to a higher accuracy in extraction. There are surface informations written in the sentences with functional site information, which should also be taken into account for an effective performance in extraction. Here the surface informations are the "keyword" and the "patterns". The keywords are the important words (for example: interact, pocket, etc), which may be noun or verb, describe the properties, activities of the residue. The patterns are the phrases, or syntactical structure (for example: phrase "<interaction> between <residue> and <compound>", syntactic structure "<residue>[*][VERB][*]<compound>"), which are often found in the target sentences and express the activities of the residue with its partner. Here, the " * " means it includes any words except any tag.
These three features are used to express the sentences in the literature into vector which is then learnt by the SVM. This SVM is further used to extract sentences from literature and re-learning or iterative learning of the corpus based on the feedback from the operator. SVM mechanism has been described briefly in the following section. In this paper, the learning by SVM has been named as the "learning phase" and the extraction and iterative learning phase has been named as the "testing and feedback phase" in order to have a clear understanding of the proposed method. The detail of the learning phase and the testing and feedback phase has been described elaborately in the following sections.
Support Vector Machine
SVM is a classification method which aims to estimate a classification function f : χ → {±1} using labeled training/learning data from 8) . Learning the labeled training data, SVM creates a hyperplane in the feature space so that the examples of the two different class have the maximum distance which is defined as "Margin" from it. The examples which touch the margin line are called the support vectors. In Fig. 2 , the • and the on the dotted line are called the support vectors. SVM has been very popular recently as a learning method in the research field of pattern recognition 9) and text categorization 10),11) .
Learning Phase
In the learning phase, the sentences are expressed into vector using the manually extracted keywords and patterns. Then, the correct and wrong sentences are labeled and the vector expression is learnt by the SVM. The input corpus is an NNP-tagged document, in which the named entities are tagged corresponding to their meaning (for example <protein>, <atom>, <residue>, etc) 12) . The outline of the learning phase is as Fig. 3 .
Testing and Feedback Phase
The second phase is the "testing and feedback phase" as shown in Fig. 4 , where the sentences are extracted for any input literature using the SVM and displayed to the operator. The operator extracts manually the sentences which were not extracted by the SVM and deletes the extracted sentences which are regarded as wrong. This modification process of the operator is considered as feedback. Here, the patterns which express the activity of residues with another components through the use of verbs are extracted from both the complemented sentences and the deleted sentences. This patterns are regarded as new vector elements. Then, the complemented sentences and the deleted sentences are added to the learning corpus and again re-learnt by the SVM. This addition of the patterns as the new vector elements focus on the higher accuracy of extraction for the next input literature. In the same way, from the next input literature's extraction result, again the patterns are extracted and added as new vector elements and the learning corpus is relearnt by the SVM. By this process of iterative learning of the learning corpus, it is expected to obtain gradually a higher performance in extraction sentences.
The detail of the vectorization of the learning corpus using the protein structure data, keywords and patterns, automatic extraction of patterns are described in the following sections.
Vector Expression Using the Structure Data of Protein
Here, the distance between the residue and the interaction partner is calculated using the structure data and comparing the distance with the threshold value it is considered the sentence is a probable functional site information sentence or not. This is the feature of the present method of sentence extraction in PROFESS. Therefore, if any sentence i shows this special feature, in the sentence's vector expression (
[0] is set as "1" or "0" for the distance smaller than the threshold and greater than the threshold respectively.
Vector Expression Using the Functional Site Information Related Keywords
In the sentences related to protein functional site information, it is found that words like "interact", "bind", "induce", "hydrogen bond" etc are written to express the interaction between two objects. Although, there is not any specific list of these words, a frequent expression of a good number of words are observed in the sentences with functional site information. So, these words might be considered as important words or keywords for the functional site information related sentences and thus expressing a sentence in the literature into vector considering the presence of these keywords a functional site information related sentence might be more distinguishable than any other non-functional site information related sentence. In our research, we automatically extracted the high frequency words that are written in the sentences related to the functional site information and from those words, finally we selected 33 keywords manually as most probable candidates to appear in the sentences with functional site information. As, the number of the keywords is changeable, we point the number of keywords as n. When any sentence i is expressed by vector, its vector elements from
[n] are allotted for these keywords and are expressed by the binary value "1" or "0" depending on the frequency of the corresponding keyword. Using the following equation we get the value of x [i ][j ] for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, where f i,j is the frequency of the keyword j in sentence i.
Vector Expression Using Patterns
In the sentences with protein functional site information the following three patterns are frequently observed. So, when a sentence is expressed by vector, each of the elements can be expressed by"1" or "0" considering whether these three patterns are written in that sentence or not. The patterns extracted manually are considered as vector elements from Usually when an information about the interaction between two different objects are written in the sentence, the pattern above is written to express it. In the above pattern the " * " includes any word, the [tag] stands for the tag of the activity partner of the residue. For example, the sentence "There is a hydrogen bond between the oxygen atom of <residue> SerL27 </residue> and the oxygen atom of <residue> AsnL27 </residue>" matches to this pattern. Considering the presence of this pattern in sentence i, the x [i ][n+1] element of its vector expression is expressed by the binary value "1" or "0". ( 2 ) "residue"
Protein functional site information are mostly the interaction information between residues and other objects on the structure. Thus, in a sentence related to functional site information, very frequently the word "residue" is written in it. So, the word "residue" can be a special feature for a sentence related to functional site information. When a sentence i is expressed by vector, its x [i ][n+2] element is expressed by the binary value "1" or "0" considering the word "residue" is written in that sentence or not.
( 3 ) <residue>[ * ][word(VERB)][ * ][tag] or [tag] [ * ][word(VERB)][ * ]<residue>
This pattern is frequently written in the sentence to express the activity between any residue and its partner using a verb in between. For identifying the verb we did morphological analysis by the Brill's tagger 13) . If these patterns are present in a sentence i, the vector elements from
are expressed by the binary value "1", otherwise by "0".
We define this third type of pattern as the "Basic Form". This Basic Form is matched to the sentence and the matched portions are extracted as one pattern. In the same way, the extracted pattern is matched to the sentence in the corpus or the input literature and the sentence is vectorized. But, a problem occurs when an extra tag is expressed in between the [VERB] and the <residue>. We want the Basic Form or the pattern to be matched to the sentence semantically but in this type of case, neither the pattern can be extracted using the Basic Form nor any extracted pattern can be matched to the sentence to vectorize it. We consider this problem as pattern matching problem. In the following section we define two rules for the Basic Form and the extracted pattern to be matched to the sentence.
Extension of Pattern Matching
The following are the two cases when the Basic Form or the patterns fail to be matched.
• An extra tag is expressed in between the [VERB] and <residue>, which is basically a part or component of the <residue> and connected to it by a preposition. Semantically <residue> participates in activity with the partner. So, the extra tag in between should be replaced by the following rule. As the problem with matching the Basic Form and extracted patterns are the same, the examples of pattern extraction using the above two rules are shown in the Fig. 5 . To make the pattern extraction process easier, first, the proper nouns are deleted but the tags are left. Then, in the processed sentence, it is checked if there are any expressions where the above two rules are applicable. Then, the Basic Form is applied to extract patterns. 
Evaluation

Evaluation of Accuracy of Extrac-
tion by Iterative Learning of the Corpus We made the learning corpus using one literature referred by PDB (1a5h). In the learning corpus total number of sentences were 300, out of which 40 sentences were labeled manually as correct sentence and then the learning corpus was learnt by the SVM tool. We used 33 keywords as vector elements and 27 patterns (total number of the first and second type of pattern which have been described in chapter 4). For learning we used "LIBSVM tool" 14) and the RBF kernel for this experiment.
Then we evaluated whether the accuracy of extraction of the sentences with functional site increases or not by iterative learning of the corpus. We used five literatures referred by PDB (1a0q, 2a2g, 1a0h, 1a5z, 1a4j) as the experiment corpuses. For feedback we used eight literatures referred by PDB for each of the above experiment corpuses. We considered eight random order of the literatures for feedback and did the experiment eight times for each of the experiment corpuses. The accuracy value in each of the following graphs is the average value of eight times of experiment for each of the iteration (feedback).
The PDB-ID of the protein and the number of words, sentences and sentences containing correct information of each of the experiment corpuses are summarized in Table 1 , while the evaluation result for each of the experiment corpuses is shown below in order.
The experiment result of literature 1a0q has been shown in the Fig. 6 . In the figure the y axis stands for the average F-measure for each iteration of the corpuses. The numbers with " * " at the front are the average length of vector according to the number of the feedback literatures or iterations. The symbol "I" for each iteration shows the highest and the lowest F-measure of the total number of experiments. From the figure, it can be considered that the accuracy of extraction of the sentences with functional site information increases gradually by the increase in the average vector length and the iterative learning of the corpuses. As the patterns are extracted as new vector elements from operator's feedback sentences so the average length of the vector increases and the accuracy also increases gradually. Considering this, we can say that the proposed method is effective and is able to obtain a higher accuracy in functional site information sentences' extraction. An example of a sentence mistakenly distinguished from a literature related to protein "1a0q", "The structure of <domain> CDR L3 </domain> deviates at <residue> residues L94 </residue> and <residue> L95 </residue> from <tert> canonical loop structures </tert> because of the absence of <residue> a proline residue </residue>, commonly observed in <protein> other immunoglobulins </protein> at position...". The above sentence is not related to functional information and mistakenly extracted due to the matching of the pattern (<residue>[ * ] [observe] [ * ]<protein>). This pattern was automatically extracted from a sentence which was manually extracted by the operator. Due to the coexisting of functional information related pat- terns and non-functional information related patterns, this kind of mistake might occur. Besides, there were mistakenly extracted sentences like, "The V65G substitution perturbs the positioning of the peptide backbone and is accompanied by a loss of <interaction> the hydrogen bond </interaction> observed in <protein> 17E8 </protein> between... <residue> ValH65 </residue> and <residue> AsnH82 </residue>". The above sentence is a negative sentence which describes about the loss of the hydrogen bond among the residues. Due to the matching of the pattern (between[ * ]<residue> and [tag]) this sentence was mistakenly extracted.
Comparison of Accuracy of Extraction Between the Proposed Method and the Previous Method
We compared the extraction accuracy of the proposed method with the previous method 4) . We considered the average Recall, Precision and F-measure of the eighth iteration for each of the above experiment corpuses for the proposed method to compare to the previous method. The result is shown in Table 2 where the value with bracket is for the previous method.
From the above result it can be understood that the extraction accuracy of the proposed method is higher than the previous method. Using the concept of the previous method as a part of the proposed method, it performed better than the previous method. So, the proposed method is effective and can play a better role to extract functional site information sentences for PROFESS.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a method to extract sentences with protein functional site information from literature by iterative learning of the corpus. We proposed a method of learning using the protein structure data, keywords and patterns. In the proposed method, a Basic Form was defined to extract patterns from the sentences. Besides, two rules have been defined to match the Basic Form to the sentences. In the proposed method the SVM tool was used to carry out the learning process and extract the sentences from literature. The method was evaluated experimentally using five literatures related to structural analysis of protein and for each of the experiment the corpus was learnt eight times iteratively. The average recall value and F value of extraction were 0.96 and 0.69 respectively, which confirms the effectiveness of the proposed method.
For evaluation, we prepared a list of the correct sentences manually for each of the experiment and feedback literatures. Making the list of the correct sentences for each of the literatures took a huge amount of time. So, we could not check the extraction accuracy of the proposed method for a more number of feedback literatures. Our future work will be preparing the list of correct sentences for a more number of literatures and find out the saturation point of accuracy for extraction for the proposed method.
